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REINFORCE YOUR
ORGANISATION'S
CORPORATE SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY

AND GROW YOUR PROFITS
With TreeTime Non-Profit Foundation
Showcase your organisation's commitment to planting trees,
combatting climate change and improving Biodiversity

Strengthen your profits by meeting your
customers environmental demands

43%
of consumers are
already choosing their
brands due to their
environmental values1

34% of

consumers
are choosing
brands based
on their ethical
credentials1

78%

11%

Since 2019,
more consumers
reported shifting their
purchases of core
products based on
environmental claims2

of consumers believe companies could be doing
more to help them make decisions that improve
environmental outcomes2
As a business it is no longer good enough to simply say
you are environmentally friendly.
You must be able to prove your acts of sustainablity
through tangible facts, figures and images.
Can you prove with other tree planting businesses that
without your contribution, that tree wouldn't have been
planted?

It is no longer acceptable to simply say your business is acting in favour of the
environment. You must now prove to your customer exactly how you
are taking action towards the environment.

?

Who are

Treetime is a non-profit organisaion, planting trees through state-of-the-art app. Designed and
developed in New Zealand from only $9 per tree

Empowering organisations
and individuals to plant
trees with certainty through
regular drone photos and
tree location coordinates

New Zealand enjoys a
temperate climate, with
year-round rainfall and
strong legal protection for
the trees

Educational & informative
Users can view their CO2
sequestered relative to
everyday activities

Trees are professionally
grown in our partner
nursery, and then planted
and maintained by industry
professionals

Track your trees growth from seed
through to a mature tree

Our trees have been selected to combat climate change both
in terms of Carbon Capture and Promoting Biodiversity

The 2 major issues

Carbon Emissions
Atmoshperic Carbon in 1920 - 280 ppm
(parts per million) Carbon levels in 2020
have skyrocketed to 415 ppm
Increased CO2 leads to higher global
temperatures and extreme weather
events, such as wildfires
If humans don’t drastically reduce
atmospheric carbon levels, we face an
unprecedented crisis
One of the most effective solutions to
capture carbon emissions is tree planting

Loss of Biodiversity
Indigenous flora and fauna have been
depleted by decades of deforestation
To restore native wildlife, we must
plant native trees
Native trees can live for thousands
of years
TreeTime plants on bare marginal land
that would be unsuitable for productive
uses

TreeTime addresses these crucial issues

TreeTime meets the
credibility gap and at
minimum cost

1

It doesn't matter where the
trees are planted, climate
change has no boundaries

For the same cost as 2 cups
of coffee, one tree will be
professionally planted that
within 50 years will sequester
14 tonnes of CO2

3

Your tree/s will be planted
with legal protection and
covenants against felling
in New Zealand. A country
with a rule of law that is
unsurpassed.

Your tree will be allocated a
unique BarkCode™. Using our
drone software, you will be
sent regular photos &
coordinates of your exact tree.

5

2
4

Via TreeTime's web and app
based solution, you can share
your commitment to
sustainability and build trust
with your customers.

Showcase your organisation's achievements

Let your customers see your achievements with our public profile option

Do you have a physical address your customers can visit? We have large
stickers available to those who plant over 100 trees
Plug your TreeTime stats and profile into your website, so that any of
your customers visiting your website can view your good work!

For your business, for the environment
There are many reasons to plant trees; to boost your business credibility, meet customer
demands and to help many of our planets major problems...

27,000 trees are
cut down each
day alone so
that we can have
toilet paper3

If we carry on
the way we are,
we will run out
of fresh water by
20403

800 million
people are
currently
vulnerable to
climate change
impacts4

2019 was the
second warmest
year on record4

We need to take radical
action to replace the trees we
have lost

Trees control storm waters
and improve water quality

Planting trees one of the
most effective and efficient
means to reduce CO2 and
thus combat climate change

We must take action now, to
prevent irreversible damage
to our planet

Why Choose to Collaborate With TreeTime?

Next steps...

CHAT
Speak to us about
the best options for
your organisation

2

Donate a % of your
monthly profits to
TreeTime

CHOOSE

Select your preferred
payment method

Setup a reoccurring
monthly donation

SETUP
We setup your chosen
method of working
with TreeTime

DOWNLOAD

CREATE

PLANT

CHANGE

Download our phone
app or use the web
app

Create your TreeTime
account

Start planting trees
and watching them
grow!

Showcase your
organisation’s
environmental efforts
to customers and
the world!

Don't want to commit to a monthly plan? That's okay, you
can also plant trees on the go, whenever you please
through the app.

Initial languages on offer

@treetimeapp
@treetimeapp
@treetime-app

Plant a tree from anywhere in the world
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